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 St. Mary's Basilica

street Podkramarska 5

St. Mary's 

Co-Cathedral

Basilica, often

called the 

"Crown of

Gdańsk", 

is the largest

brick temple 

in Europe. 

Its mighty walls

and towers rise

high above 

he city skyline

and the vast

surrounding area
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view from St. Mary's

Basilica



The Museum of the Second World War in

Gdańsk is a modern facility opened in 2017,

dedicated to the global conflict's tragic

events. It features artifacts, photos, and

multimedia, presenting the war's impact on

societies and cultures. Interactive elements

engage visitors in the history, making it an

essential place for historical memory and

reflection.
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World War II

museum

street plac władysława bartoszewskiego I 

on Tuesdays

for free. 

Regular

ticket - 

PLN 29 

Reduced

ticket - 

PLN 22
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Westerplatte 

Bus lines 106 and 138 arrive at

Westerplatte and leave from the

Main Railway Station in Gdańsk.

 the Battle of

Westerplatte, 

which consisted of

defending the 

Military Transit Depot

against the 

attack of the Third

Reich troops

the fight lasted 7 days. from September 1 to 7 1939 



a representative square in Gdańsk,

in the Śródmieście district, in the

Main Town. It serves as a market

square and is an extension of the

street. Długa, with which it forms

the so-called The Royal Road.
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Long Market

street długa
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Amber Museum

 street Wielkie Młyny 16

4

craft museum in Gdańsk, founded in 2000.

documents the history of amber and the

history of amber craftsmanship in Poland.

on Mondays for free. 

Regular ticket - 

PLN 32

Reduced ticket - 

PLN 22
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European Solidarity

Center

5

street plac Solidarności 1

presents the contemporary history of

Poland, the emergence of the Solidarity

movement and its legacy

 closed on

Tuesdays. 

Regular ticket - 

PLN 35

Reduced ticket - 

PLN 30
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Neptune's fountain

6

street długa 

Neptune's fountain symbolizing the God

of the Sea with a trident in his hand.

the author wanted to connect the sea

with Gdańsk. 
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Adam Mickiewicz

Oliwa Park and 

palm house

street Opata Jacka Rybińskiego

a historic park in the Oliwa district 

of Gdańsk, on the Oliwski Stream. Palm house in the

park Adam Mickiewicz. The most valuable and

oldest plant in the palm house was a date palm. The

date palm withered in 2021 as a result of errors

during the reconstruction of the palm house.
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Oliwa Cathedral

8

street Biskupa Edmunda Nowickiego 5

Roman Catholic archcathedral church.

the longest church in Poland - 

measuring 107 meters

price of a 20-minute

concert. 

Regular ticket - 

PLN 6

Reduced ticket - 

PLN 4
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gdańsk zoo

9

street karwieńska 3

the largest

zoo in

Poland

It covers an area of over

123 hectares of the Tricity

Landscape Park

january, february,

march  

regular ticket - 

PLN 20

reduced ticket - 

PLN 15

april, may, june 

regular ticket - 

PLN 30 

reduced ticket - 

PLN 25

july, august 

regular ticket -

PLN 40

reduced ticket -

PLN 35 

september, october 

regular ticket -

PLN 30

reduced ticket -

PLN 25

november, december 

regular ticket - 

PLN 20

reduced ticket -

PLN 15
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main city hall
street długa 46

historic town hall in the

Main Town in Gdańsk. It is a

Gothic-Renaissance building

on

Mondays

for free

closed

on

Tuesdays

regular ticket - 

PLN 35

reduced ticket - 

PLN 25
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Hevelianum Science

Center

11

street gradowa 6

a place located on the site of the

former hail mountain Fort

closed on

Mondays

regular

ticket - 

PLN 20

reduced

ticket -

PLN 15



jerusalem bastion - defensive

work of the entire complex of

fortifications of hail

mountain
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hail mountain

street gradowa

a hill in gdańsk with a height

of 46 m above sea level. it is

located in grodzisk. at its top

was the jerusalem bastion
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polish post museum

museum in Gdańsk dedicated to the Polish Post

His documents and exhibits

related to the defense of

the Polish Postal and

Telegraphic Office No. 1 in

Gdańsk are particularly

valuable.

closed on tuesdays

on mondays for free

regular ticket -

PLN 35

reduced ticket -

PLN 25

street plac Obrońców Poczty Polskiej 1/2
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Romanesque Cellar 

street plac dominikański 1

The Romanesque Cellar is a

historic remnant of the 13th -

century Dominican monastery in

Gdańsk.

on Sundays for free

regular ticket -

PLN 10

reduced ticket -

PLN 7

14

discount until the

age of 16 - 

PLN 1

Ukrainian citizens - 

free
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Jelitkowo Beach

Jelitkowo's biggest attraction is

its wide beach. there is also a

park zdrojowy with a central

square
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Gdańsk map
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coat of arms of

Gdańsk
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